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Organization Snapshot

Founded in 2008
Based in South West of England
Manages around 200 clients

“We partnered with Comodo Cybersecurity because they care about security as much as we do, and, also because they not only provide the protection software but also a way of managing it for our clients!”

Robin Toy
Founder - Strobe IT

Visit Dome Shield Website
The Problem

Malware, malicious, and inappropriate content online

Malicious websites, along with malware, and inappropriate content has become the bane of most any organization. Today, organizations must take the appropriate steps to protect themselves from the liabilities associated with malicious activity, which in many cases is just a simple mouse click away.

There are links to “bad” websites everywhere, and attackers now use a variety of tactics to lure people into clicking them. What’s more, there are numerous websites that offer content that many deem inappropriate for their organizations, creating additional liabilities, while also potential becoming an avenue for malware to infiltrate systems.

Shielding clients from the ills of the web is quickly becoming one of the most important services that any MSP can offer. Simply put, if an MSP cannot keep their clients’ networks safe, those clients may very well go elsewhere for the level of protection they need. A situation that has forced numerous MSPs to seek solutions that can reliably keep their clients’ workplaces safe and productive.

While the search goes on for some MSPs, Strobe IT has discovered the power of Comodo Dome Shield, which puts a stop to malicious and inappropriate content, and malware.
The Solution

Protection at the DNS layer

Comodo Dome Shield effectively and reliably secures Strobe IT’s clients’ networks and provides them with web access regulations to help those clients boost workplace productivity by protecting them from web-based infections. Those infections have the potential to disturb and even disrupt workplace activities, and Comodo Dome Shield puts a stop to those potential problems.

Strobe IT chose Comodo Dome Shield for numerous reasons beyond just stopping malicious content, websites, and activities; Strobe IT has found Comodo Dome Shield easy to deploy, easy to manage, and easy to use; while also providing numerous options geared towards complete customer protection, fully adaptable to any client’s needs.

The Partnership

Strobe Technologies Ltd (aka Strobe IT) was founded in 2008 with the aim of making IT support and systems easy to use and manage and affordable for clients. Today, Strobe IT offers services to some 200 clients and offers cybersecurity as one of the company’s core services.

With such a major emphasis on keeping clients protected, Strobe IT chose Comodo Cybersecurity as the primary service provider and partner to provide Internet security and IT support.

“As an MSP we have many hats for our clients, from VoIP SIP Trunks and Internet connections to email services and desktop support; and Comodo Dome Shield fits into this puzzle nicely.”

Robin Toy, Founder - Strobe IT
Why Should You Join Strobe IT Relying on Dome Shield?

Dome Shield brings a level of reliable security and management ease to MSPs seeking to bring the industry leading protection and security services for to a broad range of customers (companies).

MSPs will find Dome Shield's centralized web portal easy to use making provisioning customer networks a snap, while incorporating full management.

Dome Shield offers numerous capabilities that further secure customer networks and bring a comprehensive security solution to bear, and includes the following benefits

“Being honest, this is almost a set and forget tool!”

Robin Toy, Founder - Strobe IT
Custom Block Page

You can create customized block pages with each company brand or logo and with the messages they would like their users to see, to provide company-specific user experience for all the companies you manage security service for.

Protect your company’s and clients’ data

Dome Shield will help you block malware, botnet and phishing threats, along with other advanced threats before they can exploit any data from your customers’ networks.

Reduce cost

Reduce your costs to minimum with Dome Shield by relying on the advanced threat protection and web-filtering features it provides you with, without any hardware to install or any software to maintain.

Avoid fraud sites that may phish your users

Fraud sites are everywhere, from simple to overly complicated, all prepared to fool even a trained and experienced professional and more and more people keep falling for these sites even though they are trained. Dome Shield helps you avoid these fraud sites with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud sites DB

20+ Threat Protection Categories

Malware, botnet and phishing sites being the most common ways of malicious online activity, it is never limited to only these threat categories. Combine this with the fact that the number of online threats keep increasing in number and variety, threats are always there to strike. Dome Shield provides you with an advanced threat protection DB with millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to easily protect your network from these threats before they can even strike.
Boost workplace productivity

You can maximize workplace productivity by diminishing all the threats that may disturb or even disrupt your users, providing access to relevant websites, knowing that Dome Shield will not cause any additional latency or performance issues in your network.

Off-Network protection

With Dome Shield, you will have your devices under protection even when they are not in your trusted network, roaming from network to network, via VPN-based Shield Mobile Apps, available for iOS and Android, and with Shield Roaming Agent, available for Windows and macOS.

Web access policies with over 80+ categories

Dome Shield relies on a DB, developed by Comodo Web Filtering team, with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your guests have a proper and relevant Internet experience in your network.

Detailed and customizable Reporting

All real-time activity is reported in Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. Even better, you can customize your own reports, as well as get exports from the graphs you would like to.
Fast Internet & transparent experience

Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all the web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the Cloud, without any latency, hardware or software. The better thing is that as a scalable cloud service, Dome Shield keeps the cost the same even if you double or triple your bandwidth.

Simple and Quick Deployment

As a cloud-delivered service, Dome Shield can be deployed easily and quickly across all the locations/networks you have. Just point your DNS to global Shield Resolvers and configure from a web-based, centralized Portal to protect and monitor your locations/networks.

Cover all needs of your customers

You can cover all needs of your customers with the features below:
- Multi-tenant portal for easy and quick management
- Advanced Threat Protection
- Web-Filtering
- Centralized configuration for decentralized locations
- Internal IP/Subnet based policy enforcement and visibility
- Roaming Agent to protect laptops off-network

“Once a week we look at the traffic to make sure nothing bad is being picked up too much, but the Comodo One – Dome Shield Widget already gives a good overview that helps us keep an eye on our clients’ networks daily.”

Robin Toy, Founder – Strobe IT